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Introduction
Opera is one of the oldest theatrical traditions of Western Europe, dating over a
course of four centuries. Throughout these four centuries, a repertory steadily built itself
upon tenets of drama, using singing, acting, instrumental music, dancing, and poetry to
examine the human condition. James Parakilas, an opera historian and author, defines
opera as:
The human voice pushed to its limits so that it may take us to the limits of human
experience. It is drama with all the stops pulled out--drama told in word, song,
orchestra sound, dance, and visual spectacle. An art form as old as Shakespeare,
opera is a stage on which the latest ideas of story and action, musical expression,
visual display, and staging are being tested today. I
Despite its long history, the majority oftoday's

society no longer holds this art form in

such high regard. This is especially true for American culture, where opera companies are
operating amidst a tumultuous time of foreclosures. The reasons for opera's continued
decline in popularity among American audiences is a hotly debated topic for music
historians and administrators, but the fact remains that the general public who once
regarded opera as popular entertainment now rejects it as paltry and pointless. It is too
easy to cite the operas themselves as the source of contempt and boredom; opera
companies must begin to take blame for failing to attract an underwhelmed public. This
thesis will further explore this issue, utilizing Indianapolis, Indiana as a primary example
to prove the thesis statement outlined below.

Like many contemporary American opera companies, Indianapolis Opera and
Intimate Opera of Indianapolis face challenges rendering opera irrelevant to the public.

1 James

2

Parakilas,

The Story a/Opera, (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc), xvii-3.

How these opera companies relate with and engage the communities outside the fine arts
is now of the utmost importance if opera companies are to endure the widespread
demographic and psychographic change occurring within their communities.
Some arts administrators have developed a framework providing viable solutions
to counter stagnating attendance rates, lack of community relevancy, and a dwindling
passion for opera. This thesis will explore that framework, which arts administration
research terms community engagement, to analyze the missions, programming, and
communication methods of Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera of Indianapolis.
Opera companies must experiment with more engaging, communicative ways of relating
to the greater community, since appealing to traditional audiences stunts organizational
and artistic growth. This thesis will prove that the missions, programming, and
communications

of Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera of Indianapolis respectively

reflect that opera is not fully connected to community engagement, the practice of arts
organization forming genuinely reciprocal relationships outside of the arts community,
and is not a meaningful part of the Indianapolis community at large. However, each
organization shows precursory examples that display awareness of community
engagement. This suggests that over time and with more concentrated efforts, better
community engagement is a likely direction for the future.
Can the American populace find opera meaningful if they think it is innately
tedious, elitist, or marginal to today's society? Yes, if nonprofit opera companies practice
community engagement to adapt to the greater community and its shifting social fabric.
With more time and concentrated efforts, the Indianapolis opera scene is likely to adopt
community engagement to form stronger, more authentic patronage, even with

3

individuals who show aversion towards the art form. One thing is certain: appealing to
the repeat audience member, the opera aficionado who knows all the words to La Boheme,
the twenty-year legacy donor, or the overly invested opera student is no longer enough to
ensure community relevancy let alone a full house.

An Overview of this Paper
First, this paper will define community engagement and explain why nonprofit
opera organizations are responsible, as 501(c)(3) nonprofits, to fundamentally understand
and realistically practice community engagement. Then, it will outline general issues with
nonprofit opera organizations in America, suggesting community engagement as the best
possible way to obtain community relevancy. It will contrast Indianapolis Opera and
Intimate Opera of Indianapolis to other American opera companies navigating
community engagement in a sustainable, unique way-namely,

Houston Grand Opera

and Littleglobe, a nonprofit artistic team located in New Mexico. These organizations
serve as models for successful community engagement in opera companies, but each
organization should not be directly compared because each faces distinct challenges.
Finally, the paper will outline how Indianapolis nonprofit opera companies can learn
from said comparisons to find their own style of community engagement to support their
organizational purpose and the values of their surrounding communities.
As opera organizations are forced to redefine their purpose in the larger
community, many will reach out to catalyze new relationships in this time of need and
transition. Naturally, this raises questions about motive: is the organization really
interested in new partnerships or is it just for self-preservation?

4

People unfamiliar with

the opera will raise eyebrows knit with skepticism and wonder why the opera is trying to
create more meaningful, lasting connections with the community. Community
engagement is not only a methodology, but counters this skepticism by encouraging
authentic and transparent actions. As a framework for sustainability in the larger
community, community engagement provides clarity and develops sense of purpose as
organizations undergo substantial transformation.

Community Engagement Defined
Community engagement is the practice of forming authentic, long-term
relationships between arts organizations and their respective communities. It is an
organization's

willingness to be available for the whole community and not only its

traditional audiences. This means the arts organization must define its mission, vision,
and values in a way that shares art with the greater community and beyond niche
audiences. This act of sharing is essential as the art itself.
Stimulating meaningful communication with organizations outside of the arts
world is only a start. Arts organizations must be mindful of and retain community
interests in engaging, innovative ways. For the purpose of this thesis, engagement is
defined as the thoughtful participation and peaked interest in an arts activity that results
when programming is accessible, relevant, and authentic. When arts organizations
commit to engaging the community, they accept their art form integrally impacts the
community's

development and therefore must be collaborative in nature.

This not only establishes meaningful relationships with community members
outside traditional arts audiences, it also produces more authentic outcomes than the one-
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sided, unfamiliar partnerships established through conventional outreach programs.
Historically, outreach programs provide services to underserved populations who may
not have access to those services. While effective and necessary when programmed well,
outreach is not an alternative to community engagement because it does not develop
interdependent partnerships. Outreach allows the organization to decide for itself what
the community needs, while community engagement encourages mutual decisions
between the arts organization and its community.
Doug Borwick, author of Building Communities, Not Audiences, claims
community engagement is a "process whereby institutions enter into mutually beneficial
relationships with other organizations, informal community groups, or individuals,
[which] normally implies arts organizations developing relationships outside of the arts
cornmunity.t" Furthermore, community engagement cultivates authentic relationships
that enhance understanding of personal and communal identity to sustainably develop
surrounding neighborhoods through art and culture. In this sense, community engagement
is effective if developed organically, since it is legitimate relationship building initiated
between arts organizations and those outside the arts community.
This definition of community engagement would be incomplete without
describing community. This adjective explains that engagement does not completely
focus on the individual, but also on the collective whole comprising that individual's
social environment. This can be spatial community, realized by individuals existing in a
determinate, physical space; or it can be cultural, defined by a group of people sharing
similar interests, desires, beliefs, or customs. Arts activist William Cleveland defines

2
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Doug Barwick, Building Communities,

Not Audiences (Winston-Salem:

ArtsEngaged,

2012),14.

community as, "groups of people with common interests defined by place, tradition,
intention, or spirit"

Cleveland encourages arts organizations to consider all applications

of the word when defining its place within community, as this enables the arts to act as a
powerful change agent. When communities and arts organizations use the arts to explore
common interests, they collectively strengthen community vision and heighten perception
of local issues. In this sense, the arts are indispensible community assets, granting local
citizens and arts organizations the ability to expressively communicate ways their
environment must change in order to sustain a thriving, expanding community.
However, it is critical to recognize that community engagement is not a synonym
for community development, or the practice of civic activists and community leaders
building stronger, more resilient communities through social activism. It is the dialogue
and collaborative discourse usually preceding community development; a mutual
application of art to commence reflection, discussion, and meaningful exchange within an
inclusive community. It would be unrealistic to assert that arts organizations must
exhaustively consider and relate the organization to every community group possible, as
this would result in brittle relationships established as means to an end. Therefore, it is
the quality of community that must be explored, not the quantity.
While finding a sense of community is imperative for opera organizations in
Indianapolis, community engagement is a realistic practice and not solely philosophical.
Community engagement is not a utopian state accessed through a higher level of
consciousness:

it is available here and now as a genuine search for meaning amongst

specific places or groups of people. Miranda Joseph, a professor of women's studies at
3 William

Cleveland, "Arts-Based Community Development: Mapping the Terrain," Animating
Democracy, 3, http://www.animatingdemoCracy.org/resource/arts-based-community-development-

mapping-terrain.
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University of Arizona, argues that community is an overly idealized term: "I argue
against the idealization of community as a utopian state of human relatedness and, more
important, against the idea that communities are organic, natural, spontaneous
occurrences. And yet, I do not suggest that invoked communities are false or
inauthentic.,,4 Joseph's statement asserts that research, collaboration, and dialogue are the
essential elements that secure mutually defined relationships with communities outside of
the arts. Therefore, community engagement is not necessarily the result of an arts
organization discovering its ideal community to maximize attendance rates, but is the
process of understanding the community as it changes throughout time. Therefore, for the
arts world, community does not literally mean everyone who lives and breathes in a
particular area. What constitutes community for an arts organization is flexible and fluid;
it is prone to rapid change. Community engagement forms authentic, meaningful
relationships that are long-term. It does not try to force the organization to be everything
to all people.

Responsibilities

of 501 (c)(3) Nonprofits

As 501 (c)3 nonprofit organizations, opera companies are legally obligated to
respond to the needs of their communities and answer such needs in a philanthropic,
service-oriented way. The IRS government website designates 501 (c)3 as a tax exempt
status for corporations, community chests, funds, cooperating associations, or
foundations for the purposes of: religion, charity, science, public safety, literacy, and
education. 501 (c)3 organizations, on a basic level, are expected to provide their

4

Miranda Joseph, Against the Romance of Community

2002), viii-ix.
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(Minneapolis:

University

of Minesota Press,

communities relief for the poor, distressed, and underprivileged; to lessen the burden of
neighborhood tensions, eliminate prejudice and discrimination, and defend human and
civil rights, while also combating community deterioration.'
When nonprofit opera organizations claim 501 (c)3 status, they usually claim their
organizational purpose is to educate the community. However, too many develop this
purpose as an afterthought, or insurance for funders and other donors. Similarly, their
mission statements focus on artistic excellence to indicate educational impact, rather than
allowing the community to specify when educational needs are met. With education as an
afterthought, the opera organization primarily relies on artistic excellence to gauge its
impact on the community. This further distances the opera company from the community,
relying expressly on its ability to produce performances matching its definition of artistic
excellence and displaces its duty as a service organization to educate the community.
As nonprofit opera organizations choose instead to focus on cultivating artistic
quality, this detracts from their mission to meet community needs. Forming new
relationships within the community becomes much more challenging, engaging only a
minutia of the community. These arts organizations place themselves in peril of being
ignored and even eradicated by a majority deeming their existence as trivial.
Contrastingly, operas directly addressing systemic societal issues, using their art as a
community mouthpiece, sustain healthy, viable relationships within their communities.

SInternal Revenue Services. "Exemption Requirements-Section
SOl(c)(3) Organizations," Charitable
Organizations. http://www.irs.gov
/Charities-&-Non-Profits/Charitable-Organizations/ExemptionRequirements-Section-SO
1 (c) (3)-Organizations.
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The State of the Opera
American opera has wrestled with these issues for some time, even since the midnineteenth century. Music historians, such as Lawrence W. Levine in his book Highbrow
Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America, note an increasing
sacralization of opera culture during this time, as American society was dividing on a
previously shared cultural phenomenon. Rather than an art form experienced by multiple
layers of society, opera was quickly becoming a symbol of the elite. This was due to
multiple factors (many beyond the scope of this thesis), but Levine cites one poignant
observation from a 1916 edition of Putnam's Magazine that is critical today:
[The opera] does not exist for the good of the whole city, but rather for those of
plethoric purses. It does not make any attempt to become a sociological force; it
does not even dimly see what possibilities it possesses in that direction ... [opera
houses] surround themselves with an exotic atmosphere in which even the normal
person finds difficulty in breathing ...they are too little related to the community."
Much like today, operas at the turn of the century disconnected from the greater
community due to an inability to relate to the community as a whole. As Putnam
mentions, past opera companies and managers did not seem to fully estimate their
capacity for change and development in the social arena.
Public malcontent dates back further, but for differing reasons. As opera became a
reputable indicator of the elite, opera companies simply ignored the issues surrounding
class stratification in favor of artistic excellence. Rather than shortening the growing
gaps between audience members, opera companies contended that certain social circles
would actually degrade the art form if they participated.

In an 1853 New York Times

article on exclusivity in opera, an anonymous author argues opera's exclusivity is not

6 Lawrence

Levine, Highbrow Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1988), 101-4.
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misunderstanding,

but the fear that sharing opera with the general public will ruin it. "If

the charmed upper circle, self-appointed as such, of New York. ..be equal per se to the
support of the Grand Opera, some good people may regard it as a reproach to our City'S
pretension, and fear that it may humble it, in the eyes of the enlightened and ali-loving
Europe.i" Even today, many opera companies overlook or fear community engagement
due to the inevitable change that will result when they shift their focus towards what the
community wants and away from opera tradition. Therefore, it remains that more than a
century later opera is largely disconnected from the greater community. This is fully
evidenced by current studies in opera participation.
As shown by a 2012 study by the National Endowment for the Arts, opera
8

attendance has not increased since the last survey year of2008.

It is quickly turning

stagnant and endangered. According to the NEA, 37 percent of American adults have
attended a live performing arts event within the past year with only 2.1 percent attending
an opera." Although this percentage remains steady since the last survey year, this is not a
sign of stability, since it was noted in the previous survey year that opera decreased for
the first time in the survey's history: from 3.3 percent in 1992 to a historic low of2.1
percent in 2012.10 A 1.2 percent decrease appears mild, but this proves that opera
attendance has dropped to critically low rates. Within the past 20 years, there has been an
overall 36.4 percent decrease in opera attendance, or disappearance of almost a third of

The New York Times, "Exclusiveness," May 27, 1853.
For the purpose of the NEAsurvey, participation is defined as arts attendance, the reading of
literary works, arts consumption through electronic media, arts creation and performance, and arts
learning.
9 National Endowment for the Arts. How a Nation Engages with Art: Highlights from the 2012 Survey
of Public Participation in the Arts, 2013, 12. http://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/highlights-from2012-SPPA.pdf.
10 National Endowment for the Arts. 2008 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, 2008, 3.
http:www.jjarts.govjpublicationsj2
008-survey-pu blic-partici pation-arts.
7
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the original surveyed population. Audience participation is quickly sinking and bringing
opera with it. If these numbers are reliable and continue, the fat lady will most definitely
sing and the curtain will close on even the most reputable American opera venues.
Participation in the arts is changing as a response to the shifting social fabric of
communities across America, but many opera organizations have yet to define, within the
context of their own communities, what opera participation means today. Especially in
the past few years, opera administrators have brainstormed ways to incentivize more
people to attend opera performances. However, opera companies still largely focus on
traditional performance as the sole indicator of audience participation. II A good example
of this is the Metropolitan Opera's Met in HD programming. While the program has
proven successful with attracting people to the movies for a full-scale opera, a study by
Opera America claims, "the core audience members ...are moderate opera goers (35
percent attended live opera one to four times in the last two years) and frequent opera
goers (47 percent attended five or more performances in the last two years, with 25
percent attending 10 or more)."I2 It is true that Metropolitan Live in lID successfully
attracts audiences, but these are primarily traditional opera and fine arts patrons
supporting opera anyway. Relationships with non-traditional audiences are proving
harder to initiate because the programming is still accessible only to the traditional
audience member.
These problems outline a distressing absence of engagement with non-traditional
audiences. For the purpose of the NEA's study, participation represents the literal,

11

National Endowment

for the Arts. How a Nation Engages with Art, 6.

12 Opera America. "The Metropolitan Opera Live in HD: Who Attends, and Why?" The National Opera
Center America: Metropolitan Opera Live in HD,
http://www.operaamerica.org/content/research/metHD.aspx.
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physical presence of an individual during an arts activity. However, physical presence
does not always mean the person is engaged in whatever they are viewing or
experiencing. Engagement is the best way to ensure a meaningful arts experience; to
stimulate the greater community in a way that allows the individual to better understand
themselves, their community, and the role of opera in that community. Furthermore,
investing in the unique characteristics of a given community better ensures relevancy and
funding. As this next section will show, many nonprofit operas are in economic trouble
because opera companies are viewed as unattractive investments disinterested in serving
the community. ResuItantly, they are losing key funders and community partners on both
public and private levels-the

government, corporations and businesses, and the

individual.
Recent government funding trends show the arts generate the greatest amount of
financial support from localized sources. While the arts do not receive inflation-adjusted
federal funds, they do obtain inflation-adjusted funds (and more) from local governments.
According to a 2013 study by Americans for the Arts, government arts funding, on the
local and state levels, illustrate modest growth, while federal support for the National
Endowment for the Arts remains stationary.

13

The report details the NEA's share of

federal discretionary spending is on a continuous, 3D-year decline, representing just 0.036
percent of the 2013 budget. This is approximately 4 cents per every $100 of non-military
spending. As federal support lessens, local governments are slowly making up the
difference. This impresses the financial importance of community engagement, because
federal funding is no longer a viable option, even if the funder is the National
13 Americans for the Arts, "Congressional Arts Handbook-2013," Legislative Issue Center, 1-6.
http://www.americansforthearts.org/by-program/reports-and-data/legislation-policy
/legisIativeissue-center / congressional-arts- handbook- 2013.
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Endowment for the Arts. If nonprofit operas can establish authentic relationships within
their local communities, they will obtain more success generating funds from state
legislature.
This incites debate on how the arts should move forward to better secure a future
as a fundamental community asset. Co-author of the Index and Vice President of
Research at American for the Arts, Randy Cohen, claims: "Because the National Arts
Index spans all of the arts industries, it serves ...as a powerful tool that can and should be
used to stimulate public dialogue about how the arts can stay vital in a society that needs
a healthy arts sector for its own overall vitality.t'" As a response to this decreased
monetary support, opera companies must fully comprehend their larger community to
fully explore how it fits within the community so that it may receive better, more
purposeful funding. This will not only result growth in the arts sector, but the larger
economic sector as well.
Corporate funding has begun to exemplify similar trends, as sponsors are giving
less to arts organizations in favor of more collaborative projects and community
initiatives. In a recent ArtsBlog article by Michael Stroik, he cites a 2013 joint-report by
the Committee Encouraging Corporate Philanthropy and The Conference Board. The
study reveals companies are shifting funding away from the arts and towards
organizations more actively invested in their communities. These trends confirm that
while a majority of companies and corporations were more philanthropically active in
2012 than pre-recession 2007, that same majority is now displaying a declined interest in

14 Americans

According
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for the Arts. "Health and Vitality of America's Arts Industry Remained Stable in 2011,
to Americans for the Arts' National Arts Index. September 16, 2013.
/I

giving to the arts.15
Stroik advises that arts agencies highlight their societal impact when applying for
funding partnerships to counter this declined interest. "Companies aim to drive
measurable societal impact with each grant," he explains, "and many focus efforts on
single program areas with the hope of moving the needle on specific societal problems."
But before opera companies can move any needles on community issues, they will have
to create programming and define missions that impact the community and not just
traditional opera patrons. This decline carries the potential for stronger opera
organizations, as the institutions that contemplate how to expand with the field of
corporate community engagement will become sustainable.
Another element of philanthropic contributions, individual giving, is included in
the same statistics indicating change in private sector philanthropy. Much like
corporations, individual giving has grown since 2008 but in a more selective manner. In
an American for the Arts study on private giving, individuals, foundations, and
corporations grew by 4.1 percent, resulting in a net charitable contribution of $13.1 in
2011 . Overall, this represents 4.4 percent of all charitable giving." Compared to a recent
low of 4.2 percent in 2008, this is quite an upturn, but it does not promise individual
donors will be the champions of charitable gifts. Individuals have less money to give now
than before the 2008 recession. Therefore, many find it imperative to select projects and
organizations that are most cost effective. In their cost-benefit analysis, the organizations
doing the greatest amount of good for the community are at the top of their wish lists.
15 Stroik, Michael. "Corporate Funding Came Back After the Recession, But Did it Leave the Arts
Behind?," ARTSblog October 4, 2013. http://blog.artsusa.org/20 13/10104/corporate-funding-came-backafter-the-recession-but-did-it-Ieave-the-arts-behind-from-the-partnership-movement-2/#more-22035
(accessed 4 October 2013).
16 Americans for the Arts, "Congressional Arts Handbook-2013,"
7.
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Effective community engagement will direct opera companies away from being
white noise in a sea of arts nonprofits, all arguing that their art is worthy of financial
support. It will help opera companies find the financial support they need, because they
will be actively and authentically pursuing relationships that further define their existence
in a certain community. Rather than relying on an excess of marketing and expensive
programming, opera companies can leverage meaningful relationships they have created
in the community to establish new projects, community initiatives, and to better attract
the eye of local funders and donors looking to support organizations that are active in the
community.
But how can opera companies transition towards serving communities through
social impact, while also allowing this initiative to balance with mission and production
value? This is what community engagement addresses. To gain more support from the
community, opera must recognize the merits of practicing community engagement, learn
its specific language, and understand its concepts. Not only will community engagement
allow opera companies to build a sense of trust within their local and larger communities,
it will allow the organization to be indispensable to the community as a whole.
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Analysis of The Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera of Indianapolis
Community engagement is not a black and white picture. The initial research
exploring what level of community engagement exists at the Indianapolis Opera and the
Intimate Opera of Indianapolis shows there was anticipation of straightforward answers.
As community engagement research yields no definitive solutions, one cannot state
plainly if Indianapolis opera companies are developing community engagement with their
mission, programming, and communications. However, this research concludes that
community engagement is not an established discourse in Indianapolis opera
organizations and the concepts behind community engagement are not well practiced or
substantially documented, but both Indianapolis opera organizations show precursory
activities underlining an understanding of community engagement. With more time and
concentrated effort, better community engagement is a likely direction for the future. This
will be discussed in three separate points:
I. Both organizations' mission statements use language that unequally emphasizes
development in artistic vision and performance over community engagement,
making mission irrelevant to the greater community
2. Outreach.programming is imposed rather than a result of mutual understanding and
partnership, and it is mistakenly defined as community engagement
3. As a result of mission and programming, communication methods focus primarily on
marketing and sales, causing interactions with the community to be inauthentic and
less meaningful
Any arts organization mentioned in this thesis is unique to its own methodologies.
As it takes years for each organization to define a place in the community, there is no one
perfect model of community engagement. Successful community engagement is
determined by how well programming speaks to the community, embodies the mission,
and how the mission fits within the community. While it is important to think critically

17

on the comparisons between Indianapolis opera companies and the case studies to follow,
it would be counterintuitive to judge any example as "right" or "wrong."

l.Both organizations' mission statements use language that unequally
emphasizes development in artistic vision and performance over
community engagement, making mission irrelevant to the greater
community
A. Indianapolis Opera Mission Statement
Serving Indianapolis, the state of Indiana and the Midwest,
Indianapolis Opera's mission is to entertain by creating the
passion, excitement and art of opera and to develop the widest
possible audience for opera through educational, cultural and
•

community

• ••

actrvrnes.

17

While Indianapolis Opera maintains it will serve a broadly defined audience
through entertainment, cultural, and community activities, the current wording of its
mission statement limits its ability to serve others through opera performance because
there is too much emphasis on entertainment value. This encourages organizational
behavior and strategic planning that inhibits unique, reciprocal relationships and instead
focuses primarily on artistic excellence and production value. The words to entertain
reflect a necessary and expected commitment to artistic excellence, but focusing
primarily on entertainment engages only those who appreciate and understand what
"entertainment

value" means within the realm of opera. It requires specific knowledge to

understand why an opera company would benefit the community solely based on its
production value. As a result, long-time opera patrons become the main targets for
programming and the opera appears to be too exclusive for non-traditional opera
audiences.

17

Indianapolis
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Opera, "Company Info." http://www.indvopera.org/companv-info.html.

Emphasizing entertainment value detracts the opera's ability to serve the
community as a whole. As a result, the mission statement is prone to programming and
audience development that seeks to accomplish entertainment value before community
value, severely limiting Indianapolis Opera's ability to practice community engagement.
Although it is not wrong for the mission to ref1ect an organizational commitment to
artistic excellence, the way this commitment is outlined reinforces that Indianapolis
Opera is not engaging the community as a whole. It is engaging only those who can
appreciate its a priori definition of entertainment value. As a result, these individuals
become the lone targets for "community activities," rather than the greater community for
whom the activities are purposed. If the mission first defined the priority of the opera's
community activities and then secondly its commitment to entertainment value, the
mission would better ref1ect how its goal is to engage through educational, cultural, and
performance events offered as community-wide activities.
These wording limitations are further ref1ected in the phrase to develop the widest
possible audience, because it encourages audience development that regards
entertainment value above community value. Furthermore, this segment of the mission
statement discourages community engagement because it obscures the definition of a
"wide audience." Is the community at large designated as the developing audience? Or is
the opera's mission to attract more people already familiar with opera and its
entertainment value, or individuals predisposed to supporting opera because they
patronize other performing fine arts? The ambiguity here insinuates that Indianapolis
Opera aims to impact traditionally defined opera audiences first and foremost, not the
community at large. This drives it further from investigating the fabric of its social
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surroundings to better understand the community, how it is changing, and how the opera
fits into such changes. By training focus away from community and community activities
and by focusing primarily on audience, the possibility of building relationships outside
the arts world significantly decreases. Rather, focusing on phrases like to engage the
Indianapolis community widens patron and partner possibilities and encourages
community engagement.
Doug Borwick cautions that ignoring community engagement and excluding it from
the mission statement deemphasizes community engagement within the organization as a
whole. When it is not expressly defined in the mission statement, it becomes harder to
practice. He asks, "what if [the mission] was to be deeply valuable to the community in
which the organization presides," rather than the mission to produce performances
adhering to entertainment values few understand?

I

8

If the mission values community

equally with entertainment value, then the community will be a more integral part of the
organization. The opera can then attribute organizational strength to its ability to engage
the community as a whole, and not solely rely upon the entertainment value of
performance to determine success. This will help the opera when applying for grants,
foundations, community partnerships, and with their overall reputation for being
accessible and worthy of community support.
However, some argue that equalizing community relevance with artistic excellence
will result in a lack of standards and ultimately sacrifice artistic quality. They contend the
art will suffer in the hands of a sorely misguided populace that knows nothing about
opera. Director of the Center for the Study of Art Community, William Cleveland,

18 Doug Borwick, "The Pursuit of Excellence," Engaging Matters: Doug Borwick on vibrant arts and
communities, ArtsJournal, http://www.artsjournal.com/engage/20
13/1 O/the-pursuit-of-excellence/.
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maintains that unsuccessful community arts programs have nothing to do with absence of
artistic quality, but with void of enthusiasm from the project partners. "More often than
not," he writes, "the difficulties they encountered were due to poor partnership
development and artists and arts administrators who lacked the basic community
engagement skills.,.J9 This does not advocate that quality should be sacrificed. It does
suggest that organizations must allow community engagement to have equal, if not
stronger, representation in mission and programming goals as artistic excellence and
entertainment value.
Re-prioritizing mission appears counter-productive when one is trying to create art
of a certain quality. This is because community engagement demands arts organizations
give up that which is familiar. It forces a shift in cultural expression; from sanctioned
Western art traditions to ideals far less familiar of the cultures and worldviews
comprising the brilliantly diverse communities of a given area.20 By exploring the latter,
opera companies will gain considerably richer material through unique, collaborative
projects that celebrate the community and its many heritages. Prioritizing mission around
community will also attract more funders and possibly provide organizations with new
fiscal opportunities from community-centric

funding and non-traditional community

partners.
B. Intimate Opera of Indianapolis Mission Statement
The goal of Intimate Opera is to present underperformed staged
music and local talent to the Indianapolis area. With a focus on
small spaces and limited audience size, Intimate Opera connects
with the community and educational programs by offering a
unique and personal music experience."

19 William Cleveland, "Arts-Based

Community Development," 6.
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The Intimate Opera of Indianapolis is committed to presenting rarely performed
works in a way that fosters connection and communication. However, the language and
construction of the mission statement construes its intent to build community through
educational programs and personal musical experiences. While its mission statement is
unintentionally exclusive, it asserts a dominant nature in presentation and performance
over relationship building and community engagement. This is apparent by the immediate
statement that it exists present music and talent. If it immediately outlined its community
purpose and then expressed its desire to present local talent and underperformed staged
music, there would be a much stronger connection to community engagement from the
start of their mission statement. Resultantly, the intent to arrange programming and
initiatives around the community would be clearer and could potentially attract more
patrons, community partners, and funders.
Executive director and co-founder Amy Hayes regards Intimate Opera as "a higher
form of community theatre," perpetuating community relevancy through localized theatre
and performance.v'

However, given the current wording and phrasing, the mission

statement implies that performance of staged works by local musicians is more integral to
Intimate Opera's existence than encouraging interactions between Intimate Opera
musicians and the Indianapolis community. This implies that the artistic quality of the
performance product is more important than the artistic process of bringing together
community musicians to create thought-provoking music. As a result, Intimate Opera
shifts away from authentic community engagement, identifying its own performancebased needs before the needs of others in the community they are trying to connect with

22 Hayes, Amy Elaine and Steven Linville. Interviewed by Nicole Vasconi.
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Audio recording. Indianapolis, IN, May 29, 2013.

through its local ensemble members.
As explained by artist Alice Lovelace in her essay, Come to this work naked,
framing a mission for the community "is about exploring connections between the
creative process and community concerns, and it is about building relationships.v'"
Lovelace argues that the mi form does not belong to the organization or the artists
involved, but is a conversation shared with the community. Lovelace stresses that art is,
above all else, a process and all nonprofit arts organizations should view their work as a
larger part of a collective community vision. If opera companies want to connect with the
community, they must be willing to accept that their best art is a process that inspires
dialogue. Not only will this mindset instill lifelong learning and growing within the
community, it will possibly create relationships supported over multiple lifetimes.
When mission over-invests in artistic excellence, programming naturally extends
from this idea and the artform overrules developing relationships outside the arts
organization. The language in the mission statements above inevitably encourage
programming that defining its artistic purpose in isolation from the greater community.
As a result, the organization's values extend from standards intuited by frequent opera
participants, such as patrons, directors, and singers, but isolating to everyone else. Many
opera companies see adherence to "artistic excellence" as the only way to ensure
patronage, but this ultimately provokes segregation between those familiar with opera
and the performing arts community and those individuals and groups outside of this circle.

23 Alice Lovelace, "Chapter 6: come to this work naked ... ", Wild Caught Stories, Center for the Study of
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2. Outreach programming is imposed rather than a result of mutual understanding
and partnership, and it is mistakenly defined as community engagement
Outreach is when an arts organization approaches the community with pre-defined
answers meeting certain community issues identified by the arts organization alone.
Community engagement, on the other hand, is an ongoing dialogue between community
partners working through shared issues. In interviews held with opera staff members
discussing community engagement work, both organizations referred to outreach
programs as examples of community engagement. While these are thoughtful programs,
outreach cannot supplement community engagement. lesikah Maria Ross from the
National Alliance for Media Arts and Culture explains that, "outreach is a mechanism for
delivering value-added content.Y" She rationalizes that outreach is indeed a valuable
element of any engagement strategy, but it is a one-way message like a broadcast.
Contrasting outreach to community engagement is certainly worthwhile, as disguising an
outreach program as community engagement can cause rifts between the arts
organization and the community.
The Indianapolis opera scene has solid grounding in outreach work, but it
commonly confuses this with community engagement, For example, organizing a future
benefit concert for AIDS prevention and research, Intimate Opera is utilizing its local
talent and musical resources to create partnerships advocating important issues. This has
been in collaboration with the Damien Center and IndyPride, local non-arts organizations
highly involved in AIDS prevention and research. In setting a recital of contemporary
vocal music, Intimate Opera will combine a formal performance with key health and

lesikah Maria Ross, "Distinguishing
Outreach from Engagement," National Alliance for Media Arts and
Cu ltu re, http://namac.org/i
d ea -exc han gel arts-en ga ge- j es ik ah -111a ri a -ro ss-comm un itv -0 utreac h -en gagem ent.
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advocacy organizations dedicated to AIDS work, directly addressing the community on
issues deemed by all involved as relevant and meaningful. However community-minded
this initiative intends to be, the project itself is more of a one-way message than a
facilitated dialogue based on community engagement practices.
Executive producer Steven Linville expand; upon Intimate Opera's outreach
programs by saying that, "sometimes artists will recognize what their art can do for the
community, but the community won't see what art can do for them. Using the AIDS
concert as a way to open up doors, we hope this concert will show what Intimate Opera
can do for others. While we are addressing an issue that may not be as upfront as it once
was, it is still very important."z5 The outreach initiative behind this work is already
affective, but admitting that the audience cannot see the value of the organization
removes community from the conversation. Ross states in Distinguishing Outreach from
Engagement that, "community engagement requires deep and sustained conversations
about goals, working methods, resources, and artistic/editorial control. Such
conversations and follow up activities take time, trust, flexibility, and a mindset focused
on shared vision and mutual benefit.Y" Otherwise, a one-way line of conversation begins
and ends at the arts organization, fostering an unequal relationship between the opera
company and community members.
Even though Intimate Opera is trying to establish relationships through a thoughtful
and well-intentioned

fundraiser, the outreach initiative behind the project extends towards

a very specific group of people rather than the entire community. Doug Borwick

25 Hayes, Amy Elaine and Steven Linville. Interviewed by Nicole Vasconi.
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Outreach from Engagement."

emphasizes that, "fundraisers for community groups [are] not community
engagement. .. [they] do little or nothing to develop inter-organizational relationships.
There is generally no community issue being addressed in such circumstances ... and there
is generally no substantive engagement or mutuality that develops between the
participating organizations." He also stresses that, "to be effective, successful
engagement must be done 'with' the community, based on reciprocal, mutually beneficial
relationships with the organizations or communities being served.'.27 While Intimate
Opera is certainly exploring the ways opera can be more beneficial to the community, its
mistaking outreach programming for community engagement is costing potential
relationships, partnerships, and community funding.
Intimate Opera's outreach may detract from authentic community engagement, but
one can view its efforts as a fruitful way of adding community engagement to its
programming. ArtsBlog author Sara Ansell claims that partnering with community
agencies that are not arts organizations is an effective way to legitimately discern what
the community needs. "Through this collaborative creative process," she writes,
"individuals and communities are not simply beneficiaries of public art or recipients of
treatment, but co-creators of the work as they learn new skills, gain knowledge among
peers and community members, and play an active role in improving their physical
environment.

,,28

If successful, outreach in tandem with non-arts organizations will

eventually lead to community engagement that inspires those unfamiliar with opera to
participate. Outreach should not be ignored, because it can help communities work
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through tough issues by way of art. Outreach will serve as a starting point for participants
to be more than simply patrons, but community organizers and developers working with
arts organizations to make their world a better place.

3. As a result of mission and programming, communication methods focus primarily
on marketing and sales, causing interactions with the community to be inauthentic
and less meaningful
Many nonprofit operas rely on marketing that appeals to their traditional audiences,
rather than providing incentives to non-traditional audiences through reciprocal
communication that shows the opera is accessible and community-oriented.

Similarly, the

communication methods of Indianapolis opera companies do not engage the greater
community. By relying on sales-driven content to communicate with the public, current
communication efforts undermine what community engagement work actually exists.
When advertising and promotion are posited as more important than mutual engagement
and conversation, artificial relationship building occurs. This adds to the accumulating
apathy surrounding opera, encouraging the community to believe opera has no
connection to the community.
As in a natural conversation, community engagement is present when an
organization establishes authentic communication that mutually engages both
correspondents. Marketing is not always the best way to create relationships with
audience members or with the larger community because it is oftentimes one-sided and
impersonal. Marketing is detrimental to community engagement if relied on as an
organization's

sole means of communication, even though having a strategic marketing

plan is critical for promoting events and cultivating a brand or image. Indianapolis opera
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organizations need communication pieces illustrating they can provide an indispensable
service to the community. Currently, Indianapolis opera companies are especially
disconnected from community engagement through two important communication
mediums: blogs and social media.

The blogosphere'"
Both operas offer blogs as resources on performance history, opera history, and
synopses of pieces in its repertoire"

While having such resources are fine ways to

cultivate interest and excitement before a particular performance, this primarily attracts
established audience members and opera lovers. Furthermore, it reveals the shared
tendency to shy away from conversations that promote community engagement.
It is typical for arts organizations to avoid debate on serious topics affecting
communities even though the arts are equipped to handle such difficulty. As arts activist
and author Arlene Goldbard writes, "culture is an effective crucible for social
transformation,

one that can be less polarizing and create deeper connections than other

social-change arenas.,,3l When arts organizations turn away from the challenge to lead
discourse on improving the community, they do their art a disservice. Art, no matter the
form, has the ability to bring opposing sides together to discover new arenas for sharing
ideas and exchanging opinion. "Telling true stories of lived realities," Goldbard intimates,
" ...can sometimes reach a point of mutual comprehension seldom achieved through
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conventional debates over 'hard' issues.?" It will take time and hard work to seek the
necessary connections, but it will be worth the effort. As one of the most visceral art
forms in Western culture, opera has the potential to achieve mutual understanding
through storytelling in very impactful, communicative ways.
Perhaps using the blog to start conversations on what Indianapolis Opera can do to
make the community a better place through its art will be a more effective topic for
establishing communities besides musically inclined audiences. Addressing local and
current issues, concerns, or topics will speak to others besides those who love classical
music and Western music history. Achieving this will set the opera on a faster track
towards engaging new communities and not solely repeat audience members.
Social media33
The Indianapolis Opera's Facebook and Twitter accounts reveal that most posts
specifically address performance dates, opera reviews, articles on opera history and
performance background, as well as links for buying tickets to performances. Developing
relationships takes secondary roles with these communication tools. Such content is
absolutely necessary for promoting a show or program, but when it is the sole focus of a
communications

effort, the community feels it has nothing to respond to. This makes it

harder for individuals to enter into any sort of authentic conversation.
Those interested in opera - its history, background, and performance - are a very
slight percentage of the community. This means there is a smaller percentage actually
responding to the messaging, as the marketing and promotions are less inviting for

32 Goldbard,
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developing satisfying conversation. In Building Communities, Not Audiences, authors
Doug Borwick and David Dombrosky claim that developing social media and
communication

methods geared towards promoting relationships "fosters thought about

the nature of art, community, or engagement and about means to draw members of the
public together with arts organizations in new ways.r'" If arts organizations think of
novel ways to converse beyond the anachronistic role of only providing information to
generate sales, interaction will become a natural reaction rather than a struggle.
Some possibilities of interactive content could include inviting someone from
another organization in town, arts-oriented or not, to write a guest blog post, thereby
attracting readers outside of opera audiences. "Do-It- Yourself" distribution channels,
such as YouTube, Instagram, and Flickr, are also places to develop creative content ideas
in conjunction with the community. As mentioned earlier, opera is a powerful medium
for storytelling, so why not exert this trait to its fullest advantage?
There are no easy marketing solutions and they will take time and patience to
develop. But if the Indianapolis opera scene can move beyond special interests when
communicating

with the public, it will effectively promote its relevance to the

community. If arts organizations fail to endorse efforts in community engagement, then
community engagement will never progress because of lack of awareness. Goldbard
stresses this same point, stating:
Surely, making common cause with broader publics is necessary to move the
debate beyond its current narrow status as a conversation internal to the art world.
No real change in cultural policy or provision is possible if ideas ...are never
seriously put forward or immediately dismissed from consideration as too
ambitious for the realpolitik of the moment."
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By embracing that community engagement can be made visible through powerful tools
such social media, the community will be more aware that opera companies are capable
of creating positive, meaningful relationships that develop and inspire. Not only will this
reinforce that the arts organization has a place in the community, it will also serve as
proof and documentation of its efforts. This will be essential evidence for future grants
and funding providing opportunities in sustainability.

Envisioning the future of opera in Indianapolis-Awareness
quality, authentic community engagement

is a precursor to

Resulting from conversations held with administrative staff from both Indianapolis
opera organizations, this section will show how both companies are aware of community
engagement and its importance for sustainability. Indianapolis Opera shows encouraging
signs of exploring fresh ways to connect with the Indianapolis community at large by
fostering neighborly initiative in the community and through its education programs.
Intimate Opera of Indianapolis promises signs of increasing community engagement
through its embracing of smaller performance spaces and a unique approach to intimacy
as an organizational model.

Indianapolis Opera
Executive Director of Indianapolis Opera, Carol Baker, recognizes Indianapolis
Opera must develop community engagement if it wants to sustain itself as part of the
community. What has worked for the opera company in the past does not serve the same
purposes in Indianapolis communities today. She understands such changes cannot
happen overnight, but only over a long period of time and with dedicated effort. "If you
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expect your community to go along with whatever you're doing, it doesn't work that way
anymore. You need to be reflective of the community; you need to consider the needs,
wants, and desires of the community.v"
neighborly, relationship-focused

Indianapolis Opera realizes this by initiating

activities and through educational programming.

Fostering neighborly initiative
Baker maintains that Indianapolis Opera has a duty to recognize its community and
provide service through music. Over the summer, she attended meetings with the
Meridian-Kessler

Neighborhood Association, the area surrounding the opera's office,

rehearsal, and performance spaces. Indianapolis Opera has announced to the community
they are there to provide opera performances and to act as a neighbor for those in need
and in close vicinity to their performance space and offices. Baker hopes these changes
will prompt the opera to question its role in the community and for the community to
question and accept the role of the opera in their lives as well.
In its recently released 2013-2014 Strategic Plan, Indianapolis Opera cited a
sustainable business model capitalizing "on theBasile Opera Center's attributes as a fulltime arts community center and hub for artistic activity.,,3? This positions Indianapolis
Opera to measure community change and shifts in the social fabric by being an economic
driver for the area. In taking an approach that bolsters the local arts scene as a whole,
Indianapolis opera will create a viable, more accessible atmosphere for those unfamiliar
with the opera to experience it without reserve.
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Education
As a huge proponent of education, Baker is steering the opera towards cultivating
more education programs. She finds inspiration in organizations like the Lincoln Center
Institute and hopes to model future programs after their example. As the cornerstone of
the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York City, LCI practices and
advocates that the arts are a tool, enriching lives and inspiring imaginative learning
through authentic connections of art to the community.i" Indianapolis Opera is working
to incorporate such ideals by re-purposing their Young Artists program as a communitywide asset.39 "One of the things I want to incorporate with our young artist program,"
Baker commented, "is to touch base with the concept behind teaching artists and take
them into preschool and elementary classrooms to ...collaborate with a teacher, talk and
agree upon a subject, and then [Indianapolis Opera] will work with that artist to help
them develop that program and send them off to do it.,,40
Expert teaching artist Eric Booth defines this role as, "an artist who chooses to
include artfully educating others, beyond teaching the technique of the aliform, as an
active part of a career.,,41 IfIndianapolis

Opera incorporates this definition, it will

transition towards engaging the community at large through collaborative, arts infused
education initiatives. This movement has the potential to encourage a more mindful
approach to presenting opera. It instills the idea that meaningful conversations between
the organization and the community are more artistic and passionately inspired than a
reliance on perfected technique and artistic excellence to create a product for a selective
38 Lincoln Center Institute, "About,"
39
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audience.

Intimate Opera of Indianapolis and its awareness of community engagement
Regarding intimacy as a more personalized and unique way to perform, the
Intimate Opera of Indianapolis utilizes local talent, musicians, and small-scale
productions to strike audiences. Although intimate performance space alone is not
community engagement, Intimate Opera's mix of performance space, community theatre,
and unique performance steers towards community-oriented partnerships and projects.
Being intimate is an experimental concept for some opera companies, but scaling back
productions has been the specialized focus of the Intimate Opera of Indianapolis since its
inception.

The meaning behind "Intimate"
In an interview with executive director Amy Hayes and executive producer Steven
Linville, they expressed that "intimate" provides context for the nature of their
performances,

close examinations of intriguing characters and subjects in opera. To

accommodate

this, their venue at IndyFringe Theatre holds only 100 people at once.

"This makes you look at opera in a completely different way," Linville attests. "In a
space that holds 100 people, they see everything you do. So, it not only makes you think
of [opera] in an intimate way, but it allows the audience to be actually close to what is
happening. It really changes and challenges what the opera is about.,,42 This assertion
signals that Intimate Opera is in a position where it can begin to hold meaningful

Hayes, Amy Elaine and Steven Linville. Interviewed by Nicole Vasconi. Audio recording. Indianapolis,
IN, May 29, 2013.
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discussions outside of the art form, ready to accept the challenges of being exposed and
vulnerable to an audience.
Hayes adds, "It really does change the presentation. There's enough distance for
audiences in a big space where uncomfortable things can be kept separate. Not here." In
this sense, intimacy provides a safe forum to discuss community issues. But before this
can occur, relationships with non-arts organizations must mature. If community
partnerships lead issues towards the stage, rather than the opera company deciding for
itself what they want to discuss, the community as a whole will be more invested in the
performance and Intimate Opera.
Smaller opera is a trend gaining worldwide notice, as mentioned by Anastasia
Tsioulcas from National Public Radio's Deceptive Candence, in her article discussing a
43

new chamber opera by contemporary composer Mohammed Fairouz.

His opera,

Sumeida's Song. premiered to no more than 100 people in a black box theatre akin to the
IndyFringe theatre oflntimate
experimentation

Opera. Tsioulcas comments that such intimacy encouraged

between the performers and the audience. By examining such volatile

issues in this claustrophobic manner, the opera naturally launched conversations on the
overtones surrounding family, among other social issues: "In many ways, Fairouz' opera
is a perfect vehicle for 'black box' exploration ...because it's an intense household drama
with huge societal implications." While Intimate Opera explores presentation in a similar
manner, it also relies on the ideals of community theatre to communicate with opera
lovers and the greater community equally well.

Anastasia Tsioulcas, "Lean But Seen: The Joy of Smaller Opera," Deceptive Cadence. National Public
Radio.http://www.npr.org/blogs/deceptivecadence/2013/02/04/171096171/lean-but-seen-thejoy-of-smaller-opera.
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Intimate Opera was founded on the need for more performance opportunities for
local singers and musicians. By investing in local resources, namely its musicians and
creative team, Intimate Opera can use "local" to its full advantage when contacting
communities that have proven considerably hard to reach in the past. Utilizing local
resources dramatically emphasizes its artistic, collective identity. As a result,
performances

and staged pieces provide the tools to create an individualized voice that

will speak authentically to the greater Indianapolis community. Additionally, Intimate
Opera's administrative team demonstrates this localized approach, since all
administrative

positions are active singers in the company. This could serve as a gateway

to community engagement in several ways. Those making the administrative decisions
can build relationships in the community, both as administrator and an artist, providing
entryways inaccessible to artists-only or a full-time administrator. It also affords the
opportunity to understand the community in more diverse ways in order to better
conceive what the community needs from its art. Additionally, this will maintain an
artistic and philosophical approach still attuned to what the organizations and singers
want to do with their artform.
Black box presentation, strength in local resources, and administrative structure
may complement engagement, but opera in general must be careful that community
engagement is not only defined by the closure of personal space, or what is "intimate."
As long as opera continually ignores that opinions outside of the arts community deeply
matter, opera will fail to invite those community members into their world. In order to be
truly impactful, opera must expand upon this idea of intimacy by working closely with
non-arts organizations,
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informal community groups, and individuals unfamiliar with the

arts community.

Nationally renowned opera companies are practicing community engagement in a
way that is viable and sustainable for other opera programs
While incorporating community engagement ideals into organizational models
may prove daunting for some operas, others have been leading the charge. Two such
examples, HGOco and Littleglobe, are exploring opera as a way to engage the
community and create relationships between their organization and people who feel opera
is an unwelcoming genre. As Borwick maintains in his book Building Communities, Not
Audiences,
There is much that opera has to offer in terms of community engagement. With
plots that resonate within a community in a vernacular language, text emotionally
enriched by music has great power to form the basis for social change advocacy
44
or open doors of understanding between cultures.
As the next two examples prove, there are some opera companies taking the idea of
enriched community discourse and are applying it to opera, placing the community at the
core of their missions and programming.

Houston Grand Opera and HGOco
Houston Grand Opera "exists to profoundly impact our community by creating
operatic art that provides access to music's boundless power and beauty.?" With a vision
of innovation, defined as inclusive and transformative, HOO stresses the importance of
"establishing

a financially sustainable work environment." An emphasis on community

and sustainability make certain that relevancy is equal to its artistic visions, ensuring that
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the organization will never try to be larger than its own art form. What it is able to do for
the community will be relative and not solely based on the needs and wants of Houston
Grand Opera.
HGOco, a most recent addition to the Houston Grand Opera, came into existence
around 2006. While the Grand Opera remains grounded in more traditional opera
experiences, HGOco encourages the Grand Opera to more fully understand its
community. Program director Sandra Bernhard claims, "the establishment ofHGOco
made community engagement, broadly understood, central to HOO's existence.,,46
HGOco displays a solid understanding of community engagement through storytelling,
relating the journeys and experiences of local families to the Houston community through
opera.
HGOco goes beyond traditional education and outreach, committing to building
new and lasting community relationships by telling stories with words and music. An
example of this commitment in action is the Song of Houston project. Song of Houston
47

creates new works based on local stories that define the unique character of Houston.

HGOco works closely with non-arts organizations, schools, and neighborhood centers to
explore a central theme, which is currently: "Heroes, Legends, and Legacies." How this
theme is explored depends upon whoever is collaborating with HGOco. The Song of
Houston project is rooted deeply within community engagement ideals, as evidenced by
the initial project phases connecting HOOco to the community through communal storygathering.
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The Song of Houston project began shortly after the addition ofHGOco and first
resulted in an opera titled The Refuge. Inspired by the true story of a family's journey
from EI Salvador to Houston, it eventually progressed into a reflection of the different
immigrant communities of Houston. Months of collaborative work and research gave The
Rejilge all the resources required to respectfully present stories from each of Houston's
immigrant communities: Central American, African, Indian, Mexican, Pakistani,
Vietnamese, and Soviet-Era Jewish conununities. Out of the research emerged interviews
with families from these communities that were later crafted into a libretto by writer Leah
Lax and set to music by composer Christopher Theofanidis, both Houston residents at the
time. Performances through 2007 and 2008 not only included professional musicians and
HGO studio artists but community musicians as well. Bernhard notes the creation of The
Refuge would have proven impossible ifnot for HGOco's unique way of bridging all
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segments of the Houston community through collaboration.

HGOco maintains that the

Song of Houston project is a vital asset to the entire Houston community because of this
inclusive, inviting nature. Their identity as a grand opera company is equally important to
their authentic interest in collecting and sharing the stories of Houston residents.
As Bernhard explains, "the rationale for HGOco's branding is to provoke the
question: [What's an opera company doing in Houston?] There can be no assumption
about what it is we do, because HGOco causes no assumptions." Its communal vitality is
manifested through this commitment to causing no assumptions, an organization
designed with accessibility in mind. It does not impose mission on the community, but
allows the community to decide how HGOco can best serve Houston as a whole.
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Borwick, Building Communities,

Not Audiences, 236-7.

Community engagement is not an addition to their programming to obtain a more
substantial audience, but has become a tenant of their organizational mission, vision, and
values. It is part of their organizational foundation, and therefore it is directly reflected in
programming, repertoire, and all its other projects.

Littleglobe
This New Mexico nonprofit is a second example of an arts organization exploring
community engagement with opera. Its deep connection to community engagement is
best evidenced by an ongoing project, "Margin to Margin, End to End," a bus opera. As
an artists' collective comprised of professional artists, activists, and facilitators,
Littleglobe's mission is to commit "to interdisciplinary, collaborative art projects that
foster life-affirming connections across the boundaries that divide us ...[and] partner with
local, national and international communities to create rigorous artistic works that create
meaningful relationships, empower individuals and communities, and reflect the power of
our social imagination.'?"

Compared to the opera companies in Indianapolis, Little Globe

makes partnership and community an integral facet of its organization. It exists to
collaborate, explore new connections, and to intentionally provoke discourse relevant to
the community at large. As its website explains, "Littleglobe has witnessed the emerging
capacities of individuals and communities that practice inclusion-regardless
position, power, and privilege-in

of age,

an atmosphere of dignity and mutual respect." At

Littleglobe, inclusion and a commitment to accessibility features community engagement
as an integral force in its collaborative opera programming.
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Little Globe, "About," http://www.iittiegiobe.org/abollt/.
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In 2006, Littleglobe commenced its first opera on commission from the Santa Fe
Opera, resulting in a six-month project with Santa Fe community members. This
partnership eventually led to a third collaborative project, the bus opera "Margin to
Margin, End to End." This project is still growing and has been for a considerable
amount of time. However, this does not suggest technical or administrative difficulties,
but speaks to the intricate level of work that is demanded of a community engagement
project. Essentially, "Marin to Margin" is a process and not a product.
Ever since its initiation, the bus opera has deeply connected to the Santa Fe
community through community engagement practices. In an interview with executive
director Valerie Martinez, she explains the libretto resulted from two years of
"storytelling gatherings with Santa Feans of all ages, [who] engaged the community in
telling not only their stories and perspectives about Santa Fe, but sharing the images they
associate with the city ...dreams ...encounters ...and other imaginary 'experiences'
city. ,,50 This sense of inclusion-that
meant to be shared-is

of the

all individuals and experiences are welcome and

a strong example of community engagement at work. The Santa

Feans interviewed expressed their story and vision about place, or where they live.
Through facilitated dialogue with Littleglobe, all participants were presented the
opportunity to discover their community in a new way through direct communication
with people they might not encounter in their daily lives.
"Margin to Margin, End to End" seeks to expose new audiences to opera and
more traditional opera audiences to new opera experiences, making opera a more
accessible and challenging artistic medium. It tests the definition of opera through

50 Martinez, Valerie. Interviewed
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by Nicole Vasconi. E-mail exchange. October 15,2013.

unusual staging, creating along the way new connections and relationships between
artists, participants, and audiences. However, the goal is not to create a masterpiece that
will remain rooted in the operatic repertoire for ages to come, but to create an experience
that all who witness may find accessible and meaningful.
The bus opera further exemplifies community engagement in its willingness to
transcend the technical difficulties of a bus-performance, focusing instead on how the
opera engages participants. As director Martinez explains, "the artistic team created
music and staging to respond to elements of ridership, traffic, stoplights, bus sounds,
street sounds, and unpredictable interactions." The opera is primarily about accessing
what is happening in the given moment, turning the present into a performance
opportunity that prompts the participants to explore their relationship to the community,
with each other, and with Littleglobe in wondrous ways.
The bus opera is not a single, definitive performance but a a five-phase project.
As of 2014, it is entering its final phase of development.
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The first phase (2009-2011)

consisted of story-gathering and interviews with community members; the second phase,
a practice performance, occurred during 2010; the libretto was completed by Martinez in,
2012; composer Robby Rothschild finished the composition in 2013 during its fourth
phase, and performances are scheduled throughout 2014 as a fifth phase.
Through this interweaving linear and non-linear narrative, the opera deals directly
with the Santa Fe community. Marinez expressed that the bus opera is a ret1ection on
how Santa Feans live, move around the city, and why they encounter-c-or do not
encounter-certain
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individuals along the way. "The performance route weaves through

Little Globe, "Santa Fe Bus Opera," http://www,littleglobe,org/portfolio/santa-fe-bus-operaj.
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neighborhoods that differ. ..cutting across and through the invisible and very real lines
within the city." In order to accomplish this, the bus opera had to synergistically
incorporate into the project people from an array of backgrounds. The two-year interview
process included bus drivers, riders, residents, those living along bus routes, visitors to
Santa Fe, and even individuals who had never used public transportation. In order to
make the project successful, Littleglobe had to connect with various segments of the
community to decide the opera's overarching themes and anecdotes.
As Littleglobe shows, community engagement is about placing authentic
relationships first and artistic product second. The bus opera, from the start, worked to
create a sense of wonder and understanding about the Santa Fe community. It just so
happened the best medium to accomplish this was through an opera production on a bus.
Furthermore, the opera was designed so it could be a learning process-not

only as a way

for Santa Feans to learn and be engaged, but as a way for Littleglobe to better understand
its community and how its art can serve that community. By connecting participants to
the bus performance, Littleglobe engages in a way that forms unique partnerships and
consistently evokes reflection on community.

Community Engagement is a Realistic Practice
Seeking such changes will seem daunting, even impossible, to traditional opera
companies; but there are already several role models from which to draw inspiration.
Uniquely expressed by both HOOco and Littleglobe is the idea that community
engagement is not just a philosophy, but also a realistic practice for inspiring a more
mindful existence through art, specifically opera. The argument that community
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engagement takes too much time, effort, funding, or resources to effectively complete
appears unsolvable only when inside a particular point of view.
Insightfully explained by Rosamund Stone and Benjamin Zander in The Art of
Possibility, "every problem, every dilemma, every dead end we find ourselves facing in
life, only appears unsolvable inside a particular frame or point ofview."s2 Oftentimes,
one allows underlying assumptions to form a basis for reality, creating a picture that is
inaccurate and inhibitive. Iflndianapolis

opera companies begin to think through the

issues raised by community engagement, they will realize any hesitations to engage are
founded only on the invention, not the reality, that community engagement is impossible.
By deeply assessing the state of opera in the Indianapolis community and where its
potential for improvement lies, both Indianapolis opera companies will see its own path
towards engagement clearly and reasonably.
This leads to the truth that every community engagement program will be vastly
different, entirely dependent upon the resources employed by the opera company to
create a collaborative, community-based project. As shown by HGOco, this can be an
initiative developed alongside a traditional opera company; or with Littleglobe, it can be
the result of a nonprofit arts collective working with an established opera organization.
The possibilities are endlessly exciting and entirely possible if nonprofit opera is willing
to challenge the status quo of opera performance and its place as an organization within
ever expanding communities.
Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera of Indianapolis are not viewed as
meaningful, authentic parts of the community at large because they do not fully practice
Zander, Rosamund and Benajmin Zander, The Art of Possibility: Transforming Professional and
Personal Life. New York: Penguin Books, 2000.
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community engagement. This is apparent not only in current mission statements, but also
in programming and communications. Over time, these three factors have come to limit
the possibility of community engagement because the mission statements do not support
community engagement as a primary goal of the organization. At this point, community
engagement is something the organization feels it should do to make itself better. It is not
an ideology present in all levels of the organization. It is not a core element of the opera
that defines who the opera is and what it does for the community.
It is imperative that Indianapolis Opera and the Intimate Opera oflndianapolis
develop community engagement. It is essential to ensuring the financial health of their
organizations, as community engagement will help each company discover new models
of sustainability based upon strategic, mutually engaging relationships within the arts
community and in the Indianapolis community at large. It is not enough to simply include
community engagement in only a selection of programming and projects. Community
engagement must become an inherent part of each opera's organizational structure and
must be a founding principle that helps guide integral business decisions.
By critically assessing the state of opera in the Indianapolis community and where
it must incorporate community engagement, both Indianapolis opera companies will
build stronger, diversified partnerships and patronage. As a result, these relationships will
better reflect the community and allow the organization to become an indispensable asset
through its art and ability to provide opera as an irreplaceable service to Indianapolis.
It is my greatest hope that Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera of Indianapolis start
community engagement practices that will eventually become an elemental part of how
the opera organization defines itself. With time, the community will begin to see the
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opera companies in this same light and Indianapolis will realize that it simply cannot be
"Indianapolis" without its opera companies.

Afterword
Completing this project has been a transformational learning experience for me as
I struggled to define community engagement in more tangible terms and as I worked to
focus my argument that opera in Indianapolis needs some re-adjustment, but that there is
enormous potential on the community engagement front. This afterword briefly explains
what I learned about my field of arts administration, community engagement, and the
opera nonprofit world. Particularly, I have realized there is a more thorough approach to
outlining systematic issues in arts organizations. I also learned a great deal from several
failed survey attempts, and I have a few thoughts on how Indianapolis Opera and
Intimate Opera ofIndianapolis

can better engage the Indianapolis community.

My thesis statement originally read: "Indianapolis opera companies are not
developing community engagement because their programming and events do not
establish their organization as relevant or vital to the Indianapolis community." However,
I have found that both opera companies have an understanding of engagement; both are
facing separate, individual challenges as they work to transition from an older model of
managing non-profit arts organizations to one that is more community-oriented

and

sustainable. The following paragraphs will further explain what I learned during this
thesis experience.
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Looking at arts organizations "from the ground up"
I credit this section to my "Community Relevancy and Arts Organizations"
professor, Lewis Ricci. Attending his class has been an illuminating experience. It has
taught me how to organize one's thoughts before doing a full audit of an arts organization,
and before one determines whether or not an arts organization is successfully engaging
the community in a way that is relevant and indispensable.
Firstly, it is important to bear in mind that issues within arts organizations are not
always systemic but are sometimes asymptomatic. When an organization is struggling, it
is not always because the organization itself is broken. The problem could be due to a
specific part of the organization's make-up; a crack could exist in the foundation at any
one point and be completely invisible to those searching for answers to community
irrelevancy. Furthermore, an organization can be broken in several places at once. So,
how does one define these breaking points?
This is where the Four Factors of Engagement come into play"

Each factor is an

environment that reflects upon the greater community and how it is changing, an
elemental indicator of community engagement. These factors include: the social and
cultural fabric of communities, a community's values and objectives, the change factors
of communities, and the economic environment of communities. Using these factors as a
framework while researching the foundations of Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera
would have given my research much more depth, availing a broader range of information
to my research. Specifically, it would have been beneficial to speak to more Indianapolis
community leaders to better understand the social and cultural fabric of Indianapolis-

53 Ricci, Lewis. "Evolving Demographic

Indiana, January 29, 2014.
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Landscape." Lecture, AA383 at Butler University, Indianapolis,

researching how Indianapolis'

social atmosphere is changing and how opera can draw

from this change to reflect community values and relevancy.
Additionally, I could have been more thorough in the way I approached each
opera company when researching its history, present programming, and future strategic
plans. Rather than speaking only with the executive directors and later referencing
websites for additional information, I could have looked at the organization in a more
structured way. This could have been accomplished by taking into account the different
elements of: mission, vision, values, and history; the board of directors and their strategic
planning process; and speaking with more staff and artistic personnel. It would have been
more thorough to approach each level and ask what elements of the greater community
are being reflected here? Are the successes and failures of each company a result of how
they are fundamentally structured?

Surveys (Please see Appendix for survey questions)
To further explore my thesis topic, I wrote surveys directed towards opera
audiences around Indianapolis and at three other arts organizations I identified as
successful practitioners of community engagement. These alternative organizations
included: Harrison Center for the Arts, VSA Indiana, and Big Car Service Center. I
decided not to include these results in the body of my work because the majority of these
surveys proved too inconclusive and were not statistically significant. For the opera
audiences, these respondents were too biased because they were already affiliated with
the opera in some way and did not represent the larger community. For the alternative
organizations, they were not wholly representative of the Indianapolis community, but
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only a small segment attending art and gallery showings. However, I included notable
responses in the afterword that produced intriguing results and raised interesting
questions. Therefore, I am not using these survey responses to draw any conclusions, but
as a way for the reader to raise their own questions.
Particularly, my survey oflndianapolis

Opera patrons through its January e-mail

newsletter revealed insight as to how Indianapolis Opera participants understand
community engagement. Out of a mailing list of 4300, I received 273 results, resulting in
a 6.3 percent survey rate. While conclusive survey rates must be at least in the 10-20
percent range, it is illuminating to read some of the responses. For example, of the 273
respondents, 174 agree that Indianapolis Opera is playing a leadership role in the
community by fostering neighborly relationships. This is encouraging because it shows
that those already involved with the opera believe it is a part of the community by
availing itself as a neighborly, inclusive organization.
Responses in the "comments section" of my survey were also telling because of
the variety of responses received. In this section, I asked respondents: "Do you think
opera in Indianapolis needs to be more accessible?" The answers that resulted question
whether or not Indianapolis is ready for an opera organization that is less traditional by
engaging all sectors of the community through art as service. Five different respondents
intimated that accessibility depends most of all upon education, and that involving more
of the community'S youth is essentially the only way to ensure opera's future. One
respondent claimed that accessibility is not the issue, but that the problem was illustrating
to the community that opera is not "boring" through exciting education projects for
children. He or she argued opera is already accessible to the general public due to its
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multiple venues and ranging ticket prices. It fails to engage because it does not express
entertainment value well enough to children at a young age when they are most
impressionable.
I also asked the question, "do you think Indianapolis will benefit from a program
focused on using their art as service?" which gave several contrasting responses. There
was a definitive split between those who agreed and disagreed whether opera should be
more service-oriented. Those in accordance offered that launching more service projects
and community initiatives would break down barriers and allow the opera to be more
accessible in general. One respondent claimed service projects would be more successful
than cross-promotions

with other formal arts organizations. Again, some cited education

programs as a potential solution.
Conversely, respondents disagreeing that the opera should offer its art as a service
to the community argued that art is not a service and that art should be cultivated for art's
sake. One respondent expressed, "art's presence needs no justification ...its task is
straightforward: to open a community to art and to make art accessible to every part of
the community."
To impress again, these responses are not conclusive of any significant trends.
They do not prove whether or not opera in Indianapolis is truly practicing community
engagement However, I think it is important to take note of what some individuals arc
saying: that education is essential; and that many are open to the idea of the opera
company providing a service other than its performances, but there will inevitably be a
few individuals who need convincing on this matter.
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Notable Responses:
•

"The presence of an Opera company in Indianapolis alone serves the
community by offering opera performances as an art form. The Opera
company also gives the city standing as an arts-related community which
helps to attract employers and educated people. How the Opera can serve the
community further would be to offer Opera performances to school children
in a format they can understand and enjoy, and to also help train up and
coming young singers and performers."

•

"1 think partnering with more service organizations would be an interesting
way to engage new audiences. Too many people think they don't like opera
because they haven't been exposed to it, think it's too "stuffy," etc. By
partnering with hospital foundations, health services organizations, and more
"need-based" organizations (i.e. shelters, food banks, education for
underserved communities), it breaks the stereotype of opera being only for the
elite. The more accessible the art is to all different types of people, the greater
the reach in the community."

•

"I am baffled by the idea of art as a "service." It must stretch definitions even
to conceive of art performing a service. Art's presence needs no justification.
Art is a major expression of the soul of an individual, a society, or a culture.
Without art a culture is spiritually dead. Now, that being said, an art institution
can be of remarkable service; its task is straightforward: to open a community
to art and to make art accessible to every part of that community."

Future Suggestions-What

can Indianapolis Opera and Intimate Opera do'?

As a student, I greatly appreciate the time these nonprofit professionals spent to
answer my questions and aid my research. As I have worked through this project, I have
thought of a few ways opera in Indianapolis can become popular and meaningful to more
people in an authentic, engaging way.
The hardest part of community engagement is getting started. However, after the
initial phases of incorporating community engagement practices into the organization, the
community better recognizes what it can do and community relationships become much
easier to define. As a preemptive community engagement project, I suggest something
that will fully expose the organization, showing Indianapolis the organization's core both
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as an opera company and as an entity comprised of remarkable individuals. Developing
projects that highlight the administrative and artistic staff, board, the musicians , chorus ,
directors, soloists, and volunteers could be a great first step because there are many
stories to be told here. This does not have to be in the form of a performance, either. It
can be simple as engaging social media posts or blog posts giving background on a
special individual who not only participates in the opera, but is truly passionate about the
art form, and is also a well-defined part of the Indianapolis community whom people will
recognize, even those outside the fine arts scene.
I suggest to never avoid partnerships that seem too odd or difficult to work
through. In fact, it might be worthwhile to reach out to local organizations with
completely different missions or objectives and see how both organizations could mix to
create art and to learn from one another. One particular arts organization that comes to
mind when thinking of odd, yet successful, partnerships is the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra's decision to partner with a local FedEx warehouse. Most would argue a
symphony and FedEx share no common ground, but Memphis Symphony proved
otherwise. The results of their collaborative partnership were transformational for all
involved. It allowed two seemingly different organizations to come together and explore
the multiple, surprising ways they were similar, both being organizational models that
relied heavily on collaboration and teamwork."

Opera in Indianapolis could greatly

benefit by branching out to discover unlikely partnerships of their own, enabling them to
reach more diverse, non-traditional audiences.
Both opera companies have a path to community engagement already outlined for

54 League of American Orchestra, Fearless Journeys: Innovation in five American orchestras, 29-30,
http.Z/www. polyphonic.o rg/wp-content/u ploads /2012/04 /F earless ] ou rneys. pdf.
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them, they just have to uncover it. From the research I have conducted, I can intuit that
Indianapolis Opera has the most potential to engage to the greater community through its
passionate connection to education. Similarly, Intimate Opera shows promise through
social activism, as evidenced by its commitment to progressive community theatre and
partnerships with local service organizations for an AIDS benefit concert. Utilizing these
concentrations on education and social activism, perhaps each opera can better answer
what the community needs, address how its social and culture fabric is changing, and
define the community's most integral values. For Indianapolis opera companies,
community engagement is just a matter of when.
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Appendix
Survey Questions
Questions for Opera Audiences
What is your ZIP code? __
Is this your first time attending an opera? Yes or No:
_
1. Why are you attending this event? (circle all that apply)
a.) I was interested by the promotions and/or marketing.
b.) Iam interested in the performance.
c.) I want to support this organization by buying a ticket.
d.) I want to support this organization by participating in their event.
e.) Participating allows me to support my community.
2. Has the organization ever engaged you in a mutual, two-way conversation?
For example: through a blog post, e-mail, newsletter, social media, etc.
a.) Yes
b.) No
3. This organization maintains a leadership role by fostering neighborly relationships in
the community.
a.) Strongly Agree
b.) Agree
c.) Disagree
d.) Strongly Disagree
Comments section: Please use the space below to answer the following:
4. Do you think Indianapolis would benefit from an opera program focused on using their
art as a service to the community? Why or why not?
5. Do you think opera in Indianapolis needs to be more accessible to others? Why or why
not?
You may use the remainder of this space for any additional thoughts, comments, or
questions relating to the survey questions.
Questions for Non-opera audiences
For the multiple choice, please circle only one answer.
What is your ZIP code?
_
Is this your first time visiting this organization? Yes or No:
_
I. Why are you attending this event? (circle one)
a.) I was interested by the promotions and/or marketing.
b.) I am interested in the event.
c.) I want to support this organization by buying a ticket.
d.) I want to support this organization by participating in their event.
e.) Participating allows me to support my community.
2. Has this organization ever engaged you in a mutual, two-way conversation?
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For example: through a blog post, e-mail, newsletter, social media, etc.
a.) Yes
b.) No
3. The organization provides a place for exploring community-centered issues.
a.) Strongly Agree
b.) Agree
c.) Disagree
d.) Strongly Disagree
4. This organization plays a leadership role in the community.
a.) Strongly Agree
b.) Agree
c.) Disagree
d.) Strongly Disagree
Comments section: Please use the space below to answer the following:
5. Has the organization connected you to someone else, whether a stranger or someone
you know well, in your community? If yes, how so?
6. Has the organization reached out to you in a way beyond their mission as an arts
organization? If yes, how so?
You may use the remainder of this space for any additional thoughts, comments, or
questions relating to the survey questions.

Interview Questions
Interview Questions for Indianapolis Opera
1. Being the longest surviving opera organization in Indianapolis, how do you define
your organization as a cultural institution for opera?
2. How do you measure audience participation? Have you done anything differently
in the past?
3. How do you define audiences for your organization? How are you trying to reach
people not currently attending your performances?
4. How do you select your repertoire?
5. Within the past few years, have you noticed particular performances that
positively affected engagement?
6. How do you think your organization helps the community? How is it linked to the
community?
7. Do you believe your organization breaks down barriers in art? How so?
8. Do you foresee future collaboration with other arts organizations?
9. How does your organization define "community"? How does this affect your idea
of community engagement?
Interview Questions for Intimate Opera of Indianapolis
1. How is your organization different from other opera companies?
2. What does your organization provide by being "intimate?" What do you want this
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word (intimate) to project to the community?
3. How do you measure audience participation? Have you done anything differently
in the past?
4. How do you define audiences for your organization? How are you trying to reach
people not currently attending your performances?
5. How do you select repertoire?
6. Within the past few years, have you noticed particular performances that
positively affected engagement?
7. How do you think your organization helps the community? How is it linked to the
community?
8. Do you believe your organization breaks down barriers in art? How so?
9. Do you foresee future collaboration with other arts organizations?
10. How does your organization define "community"? How does this affect your idea
of community engagement?
Interview Questions for the Harrison Center for the Arts and Big Car Service
Center
1. What do you think it means to be a "grassroots" organization, and what does it
mean for a community?
2. How do your performances and exhibitions establish the idea inclusivity (or sense
of community) through your organization and your outreach?
3. How is this center (as a whole) going beyond the idea of being a cultural
institution, progressing towards functioning as a cultural center connected to the
community in varied and growing ways?
4. How are your interactions with the community being reciprocated? (Attendance,
participation, general feeling of relevance to the community)
5. How are you addressing segments of the population you feel aren't being reached?
6. Within the past few years, have you noticed particular performances or
exhibitions at your center that positively affected engagement?
7. How do you focus marketing for your organization while maintaining such an
open-minded approach to art and presentation?
8. Do you believe your model of organization breaks down barriers in art? How so?

Interview Questions for Littleglobe: Santa Fe Bus Opera
Responses written by artistic director Valerie Martinez, recorded 11104/13
1. Why create opera on a bus? How did you come to that decision, that Santa Fe
needed an opera on one of its bus lines?
VM: The bus as venue and metaphor is an essential component of the Littleglobe bus
opera. Like many cities, Santa Fe is divided along cultural, economic, and racial lines.
This segregation is ref1ected in where we live, how we move around the city, and whom
we encounter (and do not) along the way. performance route weaves through
neighborhoods that differ (economically, racially, culturally), cutting across and through
the invisible and very real lines within the city. Staging an opera on an active city bus
route--equipped for elderly-, handicapped- and all-age-access-the
performance
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welcomes a range of new audience members while also engaging "traditional" operagoers in a completely new experience. Put simply, the bus opera is meant to expand the
idea of opera, the audience for opera, and the engagement between audience members.
2. Since opera can be such a logistical, technical art form, did you have to overcome a
lot of obstacles to make a bus-performance work'? What is your advice for artists
and administrators wanting to express opera in equally unique ways'? (i.e. not in a
theatre)
VM: As a new opera/performance, the Littleglobe bus opera interweaves linear and nonlinear narrative, new music and elements of regional folk music, musical "throughcomposition" with structures that are flexible in order to accommodate the unpredictable
realities of a performance that revolves around a moving vehicle and changeable
landscape. This is one of the most interesting and rigorous aesthetics of the piece-a
distinct contrast from creating performances for opera houses or concert halls-the artist
team has created music and staging to respond to elements of ridership, traffic, stoplights,
bus sounds, street sounds, and unpredictable interactions. In order to do this, the cast and
crew of the bus opera has to be supremely flexible and willing to experiment, improvise,
and actually ENJOY the unpredictability that is inherent in the project. Underlying this
flexibility is deep knowledge and proficiency with the score as well as a rigorous
rehearsal process. Above all, performers and musicians need to be seriously committed
to the idea of the bus opera in terms of artistic innovation and audience
development/engagement.
3. As an arts nonprofit, how did you get involved with opera'? What do you think it can
offer your community'?
VM: Littleglobe enjoys a nine-year partnership with the Santa Fe Opera (SFO)
department Education and Community Programs. In 2006, SFO commissioned
Littleglobe to create a new opera via six months of deep community engagement with
Santa Fe residents, resulting in the world premiere of Memorylines: Voces de Nuestras
Jornadas at the Lensic Performing Arts Center in May, 2007. Subsequently, SFO and
Littleglobe created Lifesongs, an intergenerational arts project that pairs composers and
writers with elders in nursing homes and hospice care, creating original music works
featured at an annual public performance. Lifesongs engages artists, youth and
community members in the interactive creative process that promotes social inclusion
and dignity for elders and people nearing the end of their lives. The bus opera is the third
collaboration between Littleglobe and SFO.
4. In the project description on your website, you describe the Bus Opera project as
having "real and imagined stories, interactions, and personal dreamscapes of Santa
Feans." What do you mean by imagined stories and personal drcamscapes?
VM: Two years of storytelling gatherings with Santa Feans of all ages (in order to create
the libretto for the opera) engaged the community in telling not only their stories and
perspectives about Santa Fe, but sharing the images they associate with the city as well as
dreams (actual and "waking dreams), encounters that shaped the way they feel about the
place, and other imaginary "experiences" of the city. These helped the artist team to
create the "magical encounters" that will take place along the bus opera route,
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complementing the story happening inside the performance bus.
5. How did you collect the stories involved with the Bus Opera and what was the
selection process like?
VM: The lib~etto for t~1eLit.t1eglob~ bus opera was developed via a two-year community
process that included intervrews with bus drivers, riders and residents, those who live
along and use city buses as well as visitors and those who seldom use public
transportation. Storytelling and story-gathering dinners also took place in homes of
volunteers who assisted us in reaching a wide range of community members. After the
material was gathering, the librettist and artist team looked for both overarching themes
and striking images, phrases, anecdotes and characters to guide the creation of the story.
Honestly, the material generated could create 5 operas, so we've started with just one of
many stories that could form the core of the performance.
6. In the project description, you mention that the opera was a collaborative process.
Do you see this collaboration as being essential to the program?
VM: Absolutely. All LittIeglobe projects involve collaboration-between
artists and
community members and between Littleglobe and its partners. The Santa Fe bus opera is
supremely collaborative and gains its power and significance (and innovation) from
collaboration.
7. What are you hoping this opera will say to its audiences?
VM: The bus opera (currently entitled "Margin to Margin, End to End" encourages
audience members to think about place, home, longing and belonging.
8. Will you be thinking of ways to measure the result of this project? What are you
trying to accomplish?
VM: At the end of the performance, audience members will be invited for food and
facilitated dialogue about the performance. These gatherings will be documented with
audio, video and photographs and all in attendance will received exit evaluations to fill
out before they leave. Those who must take the return bus ride to their vehicles directly
after the performance will receive evaluations to fill out on the return. Our goals are to
create an innovative and meaningful artistic experience for the audience, for participating
artists and for the community members who contributed to the creation of the
performance. At the same time, we are trying to expose new audiences to opera and
traditional opera audiences to new opera experiences. Finally, we are dedicated to
expanding the definition of "opera" by creating and staging opera in unusual ways.
9. How has this project helped people to connect with others they may not have met
otherwise?
VM: From the answers, above, I hope it's clear that the bus opera constitutes new
connections and relationships between a wide range of artists, participants and audience
members. Collaboration, in this case, brings together many artists, community members
and visitors who would not normally share the same space. This is both exciting and
necessary in a city that would benefit from interaction between those who do not
encounter each other on their usual paths or via their usual groups of friends.
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